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1. Scope of this document
Being specifically aimed at institutions, the C.U.N. Contact Protocols document (from now on, simply “The Protocols”) is written in a bureaucratic
style that makes its reading difficult. This document contains a description
in plain English of the Protocols, as well as some general information about
it in order to better understand its purpose.
2. A bit of history
The initiative of developing a specific set of protocols to be used to take
the initiative to contact Extraterrestrial beings (the “Contact Project”) originates from an intuition of Mr. Roberto Pinotti, past president and Secretary General of the Centro Ufologico Nazionale of Italy (C.U.N.) in the early 2013.
As the most apt body within the C.U.N. for such purpose, the Contact with
Extraterrestrials Think-tank Italy (C.E.T.I.) was therefore tasked with developing a set of guidelines specifically meant to try to achieve contact
with Extraterrestrials who could be present on planet Earth.
Following an initial set of drafts, the first version of the C.E.T.I.-developed
Protocols, version 1.01 English only, was presented at the C.U.N.’s 22nd
International UFO Congress in San Marino on March 30 th 2013; the first bilingual operative version (version 1.02) was presented at the C.U.N.’s III
International UFO Congress “City of Rome”, in Rome on Oct. 11th. 2014.
3. What are the Protocols
The term Protocol refers to “a detailed plan of a scientific or medical experiment, treatment, or procedure” (http://www.merriam-webster.com).
In this case, the detailed plan delineates a procedure to be followed to establish contact with Extraterrestrials who could already be present on
planet Earth.
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4. The rationale at the base of the Protocols
The basic considerations that led to the initiative of the Protocols’ development are:
a. a very high number of different though well related and concrete elements induce to estimate that the probability of extraterrestrial presence on Earth is indeed high, and this since time immemorial;
b. the possibility of the existence of other intelligent beings in the universe
is nowadays increasingly accepted by the official science;
c. various religious authorities have recently stated that the existence of
other intelligent beings in the universe is not necessarily in contrast with
the basics of their respective religions;
d. the behavior of those manifestations that seem connected with the Extraterrestrials’ presence on Earth has never manifested any sign that
could be interpreted as aggressivity;
e. other than the necessarily very high level of scientific and technologic
development, the moral development of these probable visitors should
very likely be much higher than ours;
f. the benefits that could derive from open and friendly relations with more
developed civilizations could be invaluable for the entire terrestrial humanity;
g. till now, no one has ever taken the initiative to offer to those probable
visitors an occasion to openly and officially enter in contact with the terrestrial humanity.
5. The key points of the Contact Project
Being the activity that the Protocols intend to facilitate the meeting with beings originating from other planet(s), such an event can only be conceived
on the highest possible level of the social interactions’ scale, that is, from
civilization to civilization. From this basic consideration derive the main
characteristics of such activity, called the “Contact Project” and of its following phases, that is, the “Initial Contact” and the “Dialogue Process”:
a. Contact for the benefit of the whole terrestrial humanity
No single country or group of countries must be entitled to benefit from
the Contact, but the whole terrestrial humanity.
It is for this reason that the Protocols explicitly affirm that military and
intelligence bodies/organizations will not find any place in this process,
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being both their finalities and modus operandi antithetically opposite to
those of the Contact Process.
b. Maximum information
Being the Contact Process meant for the benefit of the whole terrestrial
humanity, the informational aspect of the Process is of paramount importance.
The Protocols therefore recommend that the general public be informed
well in advance of the start of the Process through a widest-scale informational campaign, and that such informational opening be maintained
during the whole Contact Process, during the Initial Contact and during
the Dialogue Process that should follow.
Another important recommendation is that the actors of the Process develop and maintain an effective synergy with the mass media organizations in order to provide the public with an information that is as much
as possible effective, objective, responsible and equilibrated.
The development of a similarly effective synergy is also recommended
with the spiritual leaders of any organized cult or spiritually oriented organization, in order to function as a preparation first, and then as an
assimilation engine for the new aspects emerging from the Contact in
the religious, moral and philosophic fields.
c. A peer-to-peer contact
Considering that, notwithstanding the differences in terms of development, in a meeting between civilizations each party has something to
learn from the other, the Protocols specify that the reciprocal acquaintance process that would originate from the Initial Contact should be
conducted on a peer-to-peer basis.
d. Extreme caution
Considering that, at least in the course of the known history of terrestrial humanity, contacts between differently developed civilizations have
always been unfavorable to the less developed ones, the Protocols state
that the Contact Process be inspired by the highest degree of caution.
The Protocols recommend that such a caution be also maintained during
the following Dialogue Process, whereby the use of a specific “separation layer” is recommended in order to protect the terrestrial culture
from the potential dangers that could be posed by the contact with nonterrestrial civilizations.
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6. To whom are the Protocols addressed
Considering the above, the Protocols are specifically addressed to:
a) Anyone who has the availability of the (conspicuous) resources needed,
both of intellectual and operational nature;
b) Anyone who can speak and act in the name of the terrestrial humanity,
or at least of a relevant portion of it.
For this reason, the ideal candidate is an international organization or a
grouping of subjects where one (or more) international organization(s)
plays (or play) the main role.
7. The kind of extraterrestrials to be invited
The Protocols intend to facilitate the implementation of a process meant to
make contact exclusively with those Extraterrestrials who could very likely
already be present on planet Earth.
8. How the Initial Contact should be made
The Protocols specify that the Extraterrestrials should be invited to come
forward to make open contact through the broadcasting of a specific invitation message on multiple channels and transmission systems. After a waiting period, the answer(s) that might have been received is (are) examined
and, in case one is validated, a specific message is broadcast to thank the
Extraterrestrials for their availability, and to inform Them about the methods to be used for the contact’s follow-up. Such message marks the instant
of the Initial Contact as well as the beginning of the following phase, that is,
the Dialogue phase.
9. The articulation of the operations described in the Protocols
The Contact Process that the Protocols intend to facilitate is a complex activity composed by a certain number of operations, grouped in different
phases:
a. The Preliminary Phase, that contains the guidelines to be followed for
the setup of the organizational substrate.
b. The Preparation Phase, that contains the guidelines to be used for the
preparation of the Contact.
c. The Operational Phase, that contains the guidelines to be used for the
practical implementation of the actual process.
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10. The application range of the Protocols
As mentioned in the point 8 above, the process for which the Protocols
provide the guidelines (“Contact Process”) extends up to the point where
the Contact Process has come to an end for lack of valid answers, or where
it has produced at least one validated answer and a “thank you” (Confirmation) message has been sent by the terrestrial inviters.
Only a few essential guidelines are sketched for the following phase, that is,
the Dialogue Process.
11. Further developments
The C.U.N. and the C.E.T.I. reserve the possibility to study, formulate and
make publicly available further protocols for the phases following the Initial
Contact.
12. The conditions for the use of the Protocols
With due consideration for points 6 and 14c, any potential actor interested
in trying to establish an open and official contact with Extraterrestrials already present on planet Earth can freely make use of the content of the
Contact Protocols, for which no fee of any kind will be due to the C.U.N.
13. Languages
The Contact Protocols of the C.U.N are originally formulated in the Italian
and English versions.
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14. References
a. The author of the Contact Protocols:
Centro Ufologico Nazionale (C.U.N.)
postal address: Via Senese 138, 50124 Firenze - Italia
web:

www.centroufologiconazionale.net

email: coordinamento@centroufologiconazionale.net
Dr. Roberto Pinotti – Past president and Secretary General of the C.U.N.

b. The C.U.N.’s branch responsible for the development of the Protocols:
Contact with Extraterrestrials Think-tank Italy (C.E.T.I)
web: www.ceti-italia.org
email: info@ceti-italia.org
Mr. Paolo Guizzardi – Secretary General of the C.E.T.I.
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c. License
The Contact Protocols of the C.U.N. are released by its author under
the Creative Commons1 International version 4.0 license with the following restrictions:
BY (attribution) - NC (noncommercial) - ND (no derivatives).
d. Locations and hashes of the Protocols’ files
Italian version:
http://www.ceti-italia.org/it/CCP-I/CCP1v03-IT.pdf
http://www.centroufologiconazionale.net/documenti/CCP1v03-IT.pdf
MD5 Hash of the file: 13E1B56ED5DCE3040067D0173D0D4751
English version:
http://www.ceti-italia.org/en/CCP-E/CCP1v03-EN.pdf
http://www.centroufologiconazionale.net/documenti/CCP1v03-EN.pdf
MD5 Hash of the file: 69305A4DA6513534903704D7288F656E
e. References of the present document:
The present document (Version 1.01 of February 15th, 2015) is originally
formulated in the Italian and English versions.
Italian version:
http://www.ceti-italia.org/it/ccp/CCPinfo1v01-ITA.pdf
http://www.centroufologiconazionale.net/documenti/CCPinfo1v01ITA.pdf
File name: CCPinfo1v01-ITA.doc
English version:
http://www.ceti-italia.org/en/CCPinfo1v01-ENG.pdf
http://www.centroufologiconazionale.net/documenti/CCPinfo1v01ENG.pdf
File name: CCPinfo1v01-ENG.doc
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For further information about the Creative Commons licensing model please see
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/?lang=en
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